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Van Gogh Museum
Disclaimer: ASEPA (Australian Special Education Principals Association) have joined together with UK-based
nasen (National Association for Special Educational Needs) to work in partnership to crowd-source free
resources that may be useful in supporting children with complex and/or additional learning needs.

Who is this resource for?
This site is for older students from Stage 2 onwards into secondary school.
The website allows the user to investigate individual artworks close up including the ability to
‘zoom in’ to observe the finer details of over 160 artworks. In addition to this feature, users
are able to take their own virtual tour of the museum. Navigation of the virtual tours is quite
simple and allows the user to easily move around the gallery and ‘stand’ in front of these
famous artworks.

Setting up
1. Access Van Gogh Museum here or via the following link below.
2.
https://artsandculture.google.com/partner/van-gogh-museum?hl=en
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To view the artworks simply scroll down and choose the artwork you wish to view. Artworks
can also be sorted by time or colour allowing the user to examine Van Gogh’s uses of
particular colours.

Once an item has been selected users can zoom in for finer detail, read details of the piece
and watch a video describing the artwork and its provenance (subtitles included).
Virtual tour allows close interaction with artworks. Below are sample views from Virtual tour of
ground floor showing gallery and closeness to artworks available.

How can my child use this resource?
As parents of students who may have additional learning and support needs or disabilities,
you may need some help to make all of this technology work for your child. Below is a link to
some ‘How to Videos’ to support parents with making it easier to work online.
The screen shot shows what you will see when you click on the link.

https://education.nsw.gov.au/teaching-and-learning/disability-learning-andsupport/resources/assistive-technology#How-to5
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Tips for parents and carers
This resource is great for the completion of research specifically on Van Gogh himself or one
of his works. Sunflowers is commonly studied in primary schools. Children could complete a
creative activity where they recreate a piece or create their own version of an artwork using
pencils, crayons or watercolour paints. Student sample below.
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